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5YEAR
WARRANTY

All Brownbuilt products are supported by a quality system based on Australian Standard

AS/NZS ISO 9002:1994. When you deal with Brownbuilt not only do you benefit from our

extensive design and consultancy resources gained from over 100 years of experience,

but you are also supported by a comprehensive national installation and service network.

“To be recognised as a pre-eminent internationally competitive supplier of
quality products to the office and industrial storage markets in our region.

To be acknowledged for our commitment to customer service, long term relationships
of trust and equity and for the development of our employees for the

betterment of both the Company and its employees.”

M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T

Brownbuilt Office Products are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship

for five (5) years from the date of purchase. If any defect in material or workmanship should

occur within the Warranty Period, Brownbuilt Pty Limited will repair or replace the unit. This

warranty does not apply if the defect occurs as a result of:

the unit being used for a purpose other than that for which it was intended

misuse, neglect or accidental damage

scratches, dents or blemishes which occurred after the unit’s date of delivery

Units returned to Brownbuilt Pty Limited premises will be repaired subject to the aforementioned.
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Brownbuilt has been an industry pioneer since 1885 and has been

responsible for many technical innovations in storage systems

during that time. Brownbuilt’s position as one of Australia’s

leading suppliers of storage systems for both office and

industrial applications reflects a philosophy of continued

investment in modern technology and use of the highest

quality components.

Our customers have the assurance of knowing that they

are dealing with a company whose track record over the

past century proves the importance given to quality - both

in the products we make and the service offered to our customers.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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SAFE AND SOUND

The runner system incorporates a drawer

lock-out mechanism as standard, which stops

tilting by preventing more than one drawer

being open at the same time. Runner buffers

reduce metal-to-metal contact and prevent

drawers drifting open when fully closed for

additional operator  safety.

STRENGTH
The Legato’s ball bearing runner assembly

has been load tested in excess of 50,000

cycles with a 30kg load for maximum

durability. Legato is assembled using an

integrated welded cabinet frame with support

channels under each drawer to ensure cabinet

carcass strength.

L E G A T O  F I L I N G  C A B I N E T

A N T I - T I L T  F I L I N G  C A B I N E T

A modern, 2-stage ball bearing runner system

gives smoother, quieter drawer operation, with

complete access for file retrieval. Testing with

a 30kg load for over 50,000 drawer cycles

ensures that this filing cabinet can stand up

to the toughest treatment.

The latest in a series of filing
cabinets which lead the
Australian market in both
engineering and design.

Legato drawers feature a dished finger grip

section with a full width handle and card

holder for ease of operation and file location.

A fully seam welded top and slimline carcass

construction without exposed assembly fittings

ensure a high quality exterior finish.

Legato® is a fully featured
cabinet that has been designed
to provide practical and
reliable storage to make the
most of your office space.

AESTHETICS

A full height zincseal drawer body design

fully supports files and prevents documents

from falling into the cabinet. PVC strips fitted

to the drawer sides allow ease of file

movement.

Legato cabinets feature a 2-stage ball bearing

runner design that operates smoothly even

when fully loaded. Drawers can be completely

extended for access to all files, and can easily

be removed if required for relocation.

SMOOTH OPERATOR

Brownbuilt’s Anti-tilt filing cabinet features a

sturdy welded support frame, fully-welded top

and full-depth zinc base plate for strength and

stability. A full height painted drawer body

design ensures secure file storage with the

option of a drawer file rack divider. Drawers can

be completely removed and replaced for

relocation using an innovative lever-disconnect

mechanism. The  contemporary exterior design

features a high quality contoured alloy drawer

handle for ease of use and individual style.
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LEGAL DRAWER FILE DRAWER

M O B I L E  P E D E S T A L

L A T E R A L  C A B I N E T

A progressive ball bearing runner system extends smoothly

even when fully loaded to allow complete access to each drawer.

Buffers in the runners reduce metal to metal contact for quieter

operation and longer drawer life. Brownbuilt’s Lateral filing

cabinets have been designed for optimal load carrying capability

with welded internal cabinet and base frame assemblies. Drawer

bodies are rigid two-piece constructions, with full height sides

and backs to prevent file loss.

SMOOTH OPERATOR

These multi-functional storage units suit personal
or communal file access and provide additional

work surfaces or work area partitions.

SAFE AND SOUND
Brownbuilt Lateral filing cabinets provide superior operator

safety, utilising a drawer lock-out mechanism that allows only

one drawer to be open at a time. Drawer retention systems

within the runner arms prevent drawers from drifting open

when fully closed. The base assembly contains adjustable

levelling feet to compensate for uneven floor surfaces and

prevent tipping.

FLEXIBLE STORAGE
Brownbuilt Lateral filing cabinets have been designed with

dimensions that will suit integration into modern workstation and

desking layouts. Drawer hanger rails can be configured to provide

the ease and accessibility of standard front-to-rear foolscap file

storage or laterally across the full width of the drawer.
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Combining the strength of full metal
construction with an aesthetic design
to enhance any desk or workstation.

AESTHETICS
Brownbuilt mobile pedestals can be easily integrated into any

office environment with a range of drawer configurations to

suit individual applications, attractive alloy handle design,

a premium quality metal construction and a wide selection of

standard powder coat finishes.

Brownbuilt mobile pedestals feature a fully welded top and

base frame assembly to provide superior strength and stability

for long term service. Brownbuilt’s metal drawer construction

incorporates full height sides and backs to ensure durability

and protect contents. File drawers offer the ease, accessibility

and capacity of standard front to back foolscap file storage.

Drawers glide smoothly on strong two piece runners and can

be removed to assist with relocation.

Brownbuilt Mobile Pedestals have been specifically designed

for installation under any desk or workstation system,

with unique external dimensions, side-mounted locks and low

profile castors.

STRENGTH



W A R A T A H  C U P B O A R D S

Waratah cupboards combine the access of

open shelving with the security and privacy

of hinged door cupboards. Brownbuilt Waratah

cupboards are available in a range of sizes,

ranging from “Under-desk” units up to

1980mm high units, in three widths to suit

individual layouts. Waratah cupboards offer

25mm vertical shelf adjustment to maximise

internal space utilisation. A wide selection

of versatile filing accessories is available to

meet individual storage needs and provide

multi-media filing capability.

M O R E  S P A C E
W I T H O U T  W A S T E

FLEXIBILITY

A central key-locking system operates in

metal reinforced tambour slats to provide

security for stored documents and files. The

special PVC formulation of the Waratah

tambour slats is fire retardant for additional

protection and peace of mind.

Waratah cupboards are manufactured with a

high quality metal construction for strength

and durability. Welded support channels at

the top and bottom of the cupboard, with

bolted internal uprights, provide superior

carcass rigidity for high load capacity storage.

The double-walled PVC door slat construction

features internal webbing to ensure door stability

and prevent jamming. The Waratah doors glide

easily along durable, injection moulded tracks

with a cambered track profile, supporting the

top and bottom of the door slats.

Brownbuilt Waratah tambour door cupboards meet
the future challenges of modern office design and
storage requirements, reducing wasted space and
file retrieval time.

The Waratah tambour door system recedes

fully into the cupboard carcass allowing

Waratah to be positioned where conventional

hinged door cupboards would impede

personnel movement in areas such as narrow

aisles, corridors and corners. The tambour

doors are fully concealed by internal metal

uprights ensuring that the cupboard is fully

accessible when open.
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KEY-LOCKING
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S W I N G  D O O R  C U P B O A R D S

MULTI-MEDIA
STORAGE

COMBINATION
WARDROBE

UNIT
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An adaptable and economical answer
to multi-purpose storage.

S L I D I N G  D O O R  C U P B O A R D S

The simple solution for tough, cost effective and reliable
storage in areas where access space is restricted.

Brownbuilt sliding door cupboards have been

proven performers in organisations of all sizes

providing secure shelf-based storage and

low-cost additional work surfaces.

MAXIMISE YOUR SPACE

Shelf adjustment in 25mm increments maximises

internal storage space with a simple shelf clip

mechanism. The C9S model utilises a centre

partition and four adjustable shelves so that load

capacity is not compromised and to increase

internal storage flexibility

BUILT TO LAST

A durable riveted metal construction with welded

shelf support channels means that Brownbuilt

sliding door cupboards can withstand a lifetime

of use. Metal doors slide easily on nylon wheels

and guides in metal tracks and can be locked

for security.

Brownbuilt Swing Door Cupboards have been

developed to carry anything from office stationery

to light machinery parts and tools. They can be

configured as shelving units, multi-media storage

units, wardrobes or as combinations. The

contemporary exterior design features high quality

contoured alloy door handles for ease of use and

individual style.

SECURE STORAGE

Security is a key design issue with metal reinforced

doors, welded internal door hinges and a key-

activated 3-point locking system.

SAFE AND STRONG

Brownbuilt offers design strength that will stand

up to the test of time. Integrated door frames

with welded tops, fixed bottom shelves and shelf

load capacity of 110kg (UDL) ensure a strong and

stable storage unit. Internal storage flexibility is

achieved with 25mm vertical shelf adjustment

and a simple Magiclip support. A wide range of

versatile storage accessories is also available.



S T E E L  L O C K E R S

The wide range of sizes and configurations

make Brownbuilt lockers ideal for diverse

personal storage applications including

factories, warehouses, hotels, offices, schools,

hospitals and sporting clubs.

Brownbuilt lockers can be grouped into banks

for stability or placed back to back to conserve

space. Door configurations ranging from single

to eight doors and a choice of  widths mean

that Brownbuilt lockers can be specified to

maximise your particular space.

RANGE

ADAPTABILITY
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Brownbuilt manufactures Australia’s largest range of metal
lockers which combine strength, quality and flexibility.

Brownbuilt’s modern locker design includes

numerous features that ensure long term

durability and operator safety, including:

rigid carcass construction

sturdy internal hinges

welded door support channel

firmly fixed internal shelves

slot ventilation design

DURABILITY

HAT SHELF/COAT
RAIL/COAT HOOK
Multi-purpose storage. Plastic-coated

coat rail and two sliding coat hooks.

HANGING SPACE

Comprises a hat shelf with full width

coat rail and sliding coat hooks.

3-POINT LOCKING
MECHANISM

Fitted to full length lockers to secure

top, bottom and centre of doors.

SLOPING TOP

Optional sloping tops at 30˚ and 45˚

for hygiene and clean storage.

LATCHLOCK WITH
PADLOCK FACILITY

Alloy finger grip handle that securely

padlocks to the bezel housing.

KEY LOCKING

Locker compartments can be

individually key locked.
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P L A N  F I L E S

Safe, efficient storage of diverse oversize materials
ranging from plans, maps, charts, photographs,
engineering drawings, and artwork through to
biological artefacts and geological samples.

Brownbuilt plan files are available in 6 and 10 drawer configurations with

a quality riveted external construction and welded internal support channels

for high load capacity. Drawers open smoothly with ball bearing carriage

wheels operating on steel tracks, and feature a ramp-stop mechanism to

prevent drawers drifting open. Contents are protected in welded drawer

bodies by a hinged front retainer flap and fixed rear hood. Brownbuilt plan

file drawers are fitted with full width aluminium handles to make opening

even fully loaded drawers simple. Cabinets are designed with top and bottom

nesting domes for safe vertically stacking, and can be ordered with either

a welded box stand or raised stand with legs.

C A R D  C A B I N E T S

Brownbuilt’s card cabinet range has been specifically designed to store three

of the most common index card sizes in Australia. Available as welded two

drawer units, each card cabinet is designed with top and bottom corner

nesting domes for safe vertical stacking to make the most of valuable office

space. Welded drawers operate smoothly and can be fully opened for ease

of access to the whole drawer. Contents are protected and restrained by an

adjustable compressor plate, controlled by a ratchet mechanism within a

channel in the drawer bottom. Index Card location is assisted by the

provision of large label areas in each drawer pull handle.

F I L I N G  A C C E S S O R I E S

SUSPENDED
LATERAL FILING

SHELF FILE RACK
DIVIDER

ROLL-OUT
SUSPENSION FILING

Advancements in information technology have made office filing more complex, requiring individual storage solutions. Brownbuilt has developed a wide

range of filing systems that facilitate tailored filing or records management solutions for personal storage through to centralised communal storage.



O F F I C E  M A X T O R

Brownbuilt Office Maxtor® Storage units have been specifically developed for high density storage in

any office environment. By using a single access aisle Brownbuilt Maxtor units can reduce the floor

area required for storage with conventional filing systems by up to 50%. Office storage can be centralised,

with reductions in file access and retrieval time, plus improved records management through better

organisation. The modular platform base design means that there is no need for floor preparation,

whilst an attractive furniture finish compliments any office interior design. A wide range of filing

accessories and standard sizes ensure a versatile storage system that can be adapted to suit individual

needs and support changing storage requirements. Where storage requirements dictate a customised

solution, Brownbuilt can design and manufacture an individual installation to maximise storage capacity.

Versatrac® is a fully featured, light-duty, compact mobile storage unit that has been designed

to economically maximise storage efficiency by reducing valuable floor space. Versatrac is

extremely versatile, with a range of storage cabinet sizes and the choice of transverse (shown

right) and longitudinal configurations to suit your individual storage and access requirements.

Versatrac utilises a unique low profile aluminium track that can be laid directly onto an existing

floor surface without the need for floor preparation. Load wheels with ball bearings run smoothly

on a durable steel insert within the track and lateral guide wheels ensure correct mobile alignment.

Brownbuilt Library Shelving is designed to provide efficient and economical freestanding storage and

display facilities. Versatile configurations and a wide range of storage accessories ensure layout flexibility

and the maximum use of available space. Double-punched uprights allow for independent, adjacent

shelf positions, with 20mm vertical height adjustment. A durable bolted frame assembly, utilising

welded single or double sided upright construction, forms a stable storage unit. Adjustable feet in

each upright compensate for uneven floor surfaces to provide additional operator safety. Brownbuilt

library shelving can be easily extended, re-configured or relocated to suit changing storage needs.
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L I B R A R Y  S H E L V I N G

V E R S A T R A C

Brownbuilt Commercial Shelving is the perfect storage solution for any office with restricted space

and has been developed to compliment modern efficient records management and storage systems.

Commercial Shelving combines the strength and durability of Light Duty RUT shelving with aesthetics

and versatility to enhance modern office designs. Metal cover panels ensure a clean, attractive finish

to the ends of shelving stacks. Durable thermo-set powder coat finishes are used for all components,

which are thicker and more scratch resistant than baked enamel. A wide range of standard contemporary

colours allow Commercial Shelving to be integrated into most office environments. An extensive range

of filing accessories, compatible with Brownbuilt Cupboards and Office Maxtor Storage Systems,

facilitates individual office storage solutions.

C O M M E R C I A L  S H E L V I N G



MOBILE
PEDESTAL

LATERAL FILING
CABINET

WARATAH
 CUPBOARDS

ANTI-TILT FILING
CABINET

LEGATO FILING
CABINET

2 Drawer
3 Drawer
4 Drawer

715
1021
1327

453 620

Cast alloy handle
Fully welded top
Internal carcass assembly
Compact lock
Painted full height
drawer body
Removable drawers
Welded lateral
support channels
Ball bearing full extension
runners
Individual drawer
lock-out mechanism
Powder coat finish

Drawer rack divider
Foolscap suspension folders
Mobile Trolley Base

12 Colours

5 Years

2 Drawer
3 Drawer
4 Drawer

715
1021
1327

453 620

Full width aluminium handle
with cardholder facility
Fully welded top
Internal carcass assembly
Compact lock
Full height zincseal
drawer body
Removable drawers
Welded lateral
support channels
Ball bearing
full extension runners
Powder coat finish

Drawer rack divider
Foolscap suspension folders
Mobile Trolley Base

12 Colours

5 Years

2 Drawer: 1 File/1 Legal
2 Drawer: 2 File
3 Drawer: 1 File/2 Legal
3 Drawer: 3 Legal
4 Drawer: 4 Legal

530
680

487 535

Cast alloy handle
Fully welded low profile top
Internal carcass assembly
Compact side-mounted lock
Painted full height
drawer body
Removable drawers
Progressive two-piece
nylon runners
Welded base frame
Low profile castors
Powder coat finish

12 Colours

5 Years

2 Drawer
3 Drawer
4 Drawer

726
1030
1330

900 475

Cast alloy handle
Spot welded top
Internal carcass assembly
Compact lock
Painted full height
drawer body
Suspension file
hanger frames
Welded internal
cabinet frame
Ball bearing full
extension runners
Individual drawer
lock-out mechanism
Welded base frame with
adjustable levelling feet
Powder coat finish

Foolscap suspension folders

12 Colours

5 Years

Under Desk (680)
Counter High (1020)
Three quarter High (1330)
Full Height (1980)
Available in all widths

680
1020
1330
1980

900
1050
1200

475

Welded carcass
sub-assemblies
Fully retractable tambour doors
Injection-moulded door tracks
Cambered track profile
Compact lock
Double wall PVC slat doors
with internal webbing
Fire retardant PVC formulation
Fixed internal uprights
25mm vertical shelf adjustment
Shelves pre-punched for
metal divider plates
Powder coat finish

Additional shelves
Metal divider plates
Sliding wire divider
Shelf file rack dividers
Lateral filing chassis
Computer binder chassis
Roll-out filing frame
Roll-out reference shelf
Roll-out storage baskets

12 Colours (Carcass)
Wild Oats or Silver Grey (Doors)

5 Years

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Pencil tray

H W D H W D H W D H W D H W D

Accessories

Standard Features

Configurations

Colour Range

Warranty

External Dimensions
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SWING DOOR
CUPBOARDS

SLIDING DOOR
CUPBOARDS

STEEL
LOCKERS

INDEX CARD
CABINETS

PLAN FILE
CABINETS

Counter High
Tudor
Full Height

1030
1800
1983

915 455

Integrated structural door
frame assembly
Fixed bottom shelf
Cast alloy handles
3-point key locking
Reinforced door construction
Welded shelf supports
25mm vertical shelf adjustment
Shelves pre-punched for
metal divider plates
Powder coat finish

Additional shelves
Wardrobe and combination
wardrobe unit
Metal divider plates
Sliding wire divider
Shelf file rack dividers
Lateral filing chassis
Computer binder chassis
Roll-out filing frame
Roll-out reference shelf
Roll-out storage baskets

12 Colours

5 Years

C4S: 890mm wide
C9S: 1525mm wide

1021 890
1525

460

Riveted metal construction
Sliding metal doors
Metal door tracks
Nylon door rollers and guides
Compact lock
Welded shelf supports
25mm vertical shelf adjustment
Fixed metal centre partition
in C9S unit
Powder coat finish

Additional shelves
Sliding wire divider

12 Colours

5 Years

      960*
1800

    1974**

300
375

450

Riveted metal construction
Internally fixed hinges
Flush door ventilation slots
Reinforced doors
Key locking or latchlock option
3-point locking on
full length doors
Hat shelf, coat rail, and coat
hooks (full length lockers)
Coat rail and coat hooks
(two tier lockers)
Galvanised metal construction
(DPI locker)
Banked locker configurations
available (2 & 3 locker units)
Powder coat finish

Sloping tops
Additional hanging space sets
Locker seats and stands

12 Colours

5 Years

2 Drawer A5 (148 x 210mm)
2 Drawer A6 (105 x 148mm)
2 Drawer A7 (74 x 105mm)

225
180
155

470
357
306

478

Metal centre-pull handle
Welded drawer body
Drawer compressor blocks with
integrated ratchet channels
Full extension runner tracks
Removable drawers
Nesting domes top and bottom
for stacking
Baked enamel finish

Single Colour (Wild Oats)

5 Years

6 Drawer
10 Drawer

550 1355 960

Riveted metal construction
Nesting domes top and bottom
for stacking
Full width aluminium handle
Welded drawer body
Ribbed drawer bottom
Hinged front drawer flap
Rear drawer hood
Ball bearing drawer rollers
Rubber drawer buffers
Welded outer drawer tracks
Reinforced internal uprights
Powder coat finish

100mm stand
340mm stand with legs

12 Colours

5 Years

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Full length (300/375mm W)
Two tier (300/375mm W)
Three tier (300/375mm W)
Four tier (300/375mm W)
Eight tier (375mm W)
Half height 2 tier (375mm W)
DPI (375mm W)**

*

H W D H W D
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Issue A/Rev 1  12/01

S T A N D A R D  C O L O U R S

Pearl White Gloss Eucalyptus Semi-Gloss Stromboli Satin

Mintaro Semi-GlossBlue Weave Semi-GlossBlack Satin

Wild Oats Semi-Gloss Wedgewood Satin Claret Satin

Starpec GlossSilver Grey Semi-Gloss

P O W D E R  C O A T I N G

Graphite Ripple

Manufactured by
BROWNBUILT PTY. LIMITED
ACN 002 558 894
ABN 66 002 558 894

Brownbuilt, Profile, Legato, Maxtor
and Versatrac are registered trademarks
of Brownbuilt Pty Ltd.
Brownbuilt Pty Ltd reserves the right to
change specifications without notice.

For more information call
1800 112 474
or visit our web site
www.brownbuilt.com.au

Brownbuilt Office Products have the advantage of superior quality powder coat finishes in a wide range of contemporary colours:

Powder coating is a more durable, scratch resistant finish

Powder coating allows a more consistent colour coating

Compliant with AS4506 1998 (Service Category 1 & 2)

Less dust contamination

Environmentally friendly - no hazardous chemical waste

Colours shown above represent Brownbuilt’s standard colour range

Non-standard colours are available on request, subject to minimum quantity

Colours shown are as accurate as printing processes allow

DISTRIBUTOR:


